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QUESTION 1

A network administrator wants to use a dedicated link for teaming communications between two HP MSM720
Controllers. In each MSM720\\'s teaming settings, the administrator selects port 4 and sets the VLAN ID to 101. What is
the correct setting for the port 4 network profile? 

A. A network profile without a VLAN ID 

B. A network profile with a VLAN ID that is not used in any another profile 

C. A network profile with VLAN ID 101 

D. The default network profile (Access network) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A company needs a WLAN for its employees Network administrators are planning a non-access- controlled VSC that
enforces WPA2 and 802.1x. The network administrators want to assign wireless clients to VLAN 10 in building 1 and to
VLAN 20 in building 2. 

What is the proper design? 

A. Two VSCs each or which specifies a different egress VLAN 

B. One VSC that specifies two egress VLANs 

C. Two VSCs each of which specifies a different ingress VLAN 

D. One VSC that is bound to two AP groups using different egress VLANs 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

The HP MSM Controller features a free access option. 

When a user clicks the Free Access button, the controller creates a user account for the guest. What is one feature of
that account? 

A. The account is copied to Guest Management Software (GMS) if the MSM Controller is synchronized with that
application. 

B. The username and password are derived from entries that the user types into the login page. 

C. The account has an expiry time that is derived from the session timeout value in the default AC profile. 

D. The account has an expiry time that is derived from the free access validity duration. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A network administrator maps a network profile with a VLAN IF 512 to the LAN port of an HP MSM765 zl Mobility
Controller. The network administrator configures an IP interface for this profile and intends to contact and manage the
controller on this interface. All other settings remain at default. 

What is one step that the network administrator must complete before connecting to the controller on its new IP
address? 

A. Set the IP interface as the authorized egress VLAN in the default VSC. 

B. Set the untagged LAN port network interface IP address to none. 

C. Select the new IP interface as an active interface in the Controller >> Management > Management tool window. 

D. Enable Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) on the interface. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has an MSM solution that is providing wireless access for its employees. The company now needs a simple
wireless guest solution, and the MSM administrator is creating modern for guests\\' an access controlled VSC for this 

purpose. The company has a cable Internet access, and the controller should route traffic directly to the Internet Service
Provider (ISP) router through this modern. The MSM administrator has created an IP interface for VLAN 1000 on the 

controller\\'s Internet port. 

What else must the MSM administrator do? 

A. Create a route to the ISP router through the core switch. 

B. Connect the controller\\'s LAN port to the cable modern. 

C. Disconnect the controller\\'s Internet port from the core switch and connect it to the cable modern. 

D. Set VLAN 1000 as the egress VLAN in the guest VSC. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the general relationship between the coverage and the gain of a directional antenna? 

A. When the gain of the antenna is higher the antenna provides more diversity across the coverage area 

B. When the gain of the antenna is higher the coverage pattern is broader 

C. When the gain of the antenna is higher the coverage pattern is narrower 
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D. When the gain of the antenna is higher the coverage area for the highest supported rates is higher 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which devices negotiate the Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) method during the 802.1X authentication
process? 

A. only the station and authentication server 

B. the station, authenticator, and authentication server 

C. only the authenticator and authentication server 

D. only the station and authenticator 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An MSM administrator creates an access-controlled VSC, which is not the default VSC, on a standalone MSM
Controller The controller should implement DHCP relay on this VSC; clients will receive IP addresses from an external
DHCP server The DHCP scope for the clients uses 192.168.1.0/24 and sets the default gateway to 192.168.1.1. The
192.168.1.0/24 subnet is reserved for the wireless clients and does not exist in the LAN. 

Which requirement applies to this scenario? 

A. The guests must log into a web page hosted on an external server to authenticate on this VSC. 

B. The 192.168.1.0/24 subnet must be configured on the controllers LAN port. 

C. The DHCP server, or its default gateway, needs a route to 192.168.1.0/24 through the MSM Controller. 

D. The APs that support this VSC must receive IP addresses from the same DHCP server as the clients. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A network administrator configures most settings for an HP MSM team from the team Web browser interface. However,
the network administrator must configure a few settings from the interface of the individual member. What is one of
these settings? 

A. Certificates 

B. Subscripting plans 

C. DHCP relay settings 

D. Virtual service communities (VSCs) 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

The VSC settings on an HP MSM Controller include a checkbox for SSID broadcasting. How do APs that support this
VSC behave if a network administrator clears this checkbox? 

A. The APs do not include the SSID in the beacons that they periodically transmit. 

B. The APs suppress unnecessary broadcast traffic received from VLANs associated with this SSID, including DHCP
discovery broadcasts and some ARP requests. 

C. The APs suppress unnecessary broadcast traffic received from wireless clients associated with this SSID, with the
exception of DHCP discovery broadcasts and ARP requests. 

D. The APs and clients do not include the SSID in any frames, including control frames, management frames like
beacons, and data frames. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

For each customer requirement, specify how to configure the Use Controller for Authentication and Use Controller for
Access Control options in a VSC. 

Hot Area: 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit. 
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The exhibit shows the settings for the X_Employees VSC. Which devices will negotiate the EAP method for this VSC? 

A. MSM AP and the external RADIUS server 

B. Station and the MSM AP 

C. Station and the external RADIUS server 

D. Station and the internal RADIUS server of the MSM Controller 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Refer to the exhibit. 
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The exhibit shows a VSC setting that is disabled. A network administrator is creating an access- controlled VSC for
guest access. Which use case does disabling this setting impact? 

A. The company has central RADIUS servers and web servers, which it wants to use to authenticate guests. 

B. The controller is part of a teaming solution. 

C. Guests need to log into the controller\\'s local pages to receive access to any resources. 

D. Guests need to receive access to resources on their local subnet before authenticating. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

What are the two types of Local Mesh configurations? 

A. Autonomous, controlled 

B. Static, dynamic 

C. Short distance, long distance 

D. Indoor, outdoor 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A company must deploy APs at multiple branch sites, as well as at a main site, and selects HP MSM APs for this
purpose. A centralized HP MSM Controller must manage the APs. The exhibit shows the VLANs and addressing for a
few of the branches as examples. What is a guideline for deploying the APs and ensuring that they can contact the
controller? 

A. The company should only use the DHCP option for discovery if the network DHCP server does not already use
option 43 to configure devices such as Voice over IP (VoIP) phones. 

B. Because APs are deployed across a Layer 3 boundary from the MSM Controller, they must be pre- provisioned with
static IP addresses. 

C. The company should create a DHCP scope that includes DHCP option 43. the IP address of the controller, and the
vendor code equal to 1. 

D. The company should configure the controller to assign IP addresses to the APs. 

Correct Answer: C 
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